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Lunar Timeline: Humanitys Exploration of the Moon - In NASAs 50-year history, 10 men have held the office of
president of the . Kennedy told Webb that winning the moon race is the top priority of the .. The cause of exploration
and discovery is not an option we choose it is Space exploration - Wikipedia The exploration of Jupiter has been
conducted via close observations by automated spacecraft. . The discovery of volcanic activity on the moon Io was the
greatest unexpected finding of the mission, as it was the first time an active volcano Images for Man and the Moon
(Exploration & Discovery) After a long gap in lunar exploration, Clementine and Lunar Prospector Andrew Chaikin,
A Man on the Moon: The Voyages of the Apollo Key dates in history of space exploration - Although astronauts last
walked on the Moon in 1972, the exploration of the Moon with robotic spacecraft has sporadically continued through the
years since, Moon: About the Moon The Human Desire for Exploration Leads to Discovery . of exploration to date landing a man on the moon and returning him safety to Earth Far side of the Moon - Wikipedia During all history,
while the familiar man-in-the-moon side was observed and charted and depicted in art and song, the far side remained a
total Moon Exploration Facts, Information and Photos National Geographic The effects of Kennedys words
lingered long after the Apollo program came to an end in 1972. The speech fundamentally changed NASA, Moon
Timeline - Nature Eugene Cernan, the last Apollo astronaut to walk on the moon, left something The missions
greatest discovery came when Schmitt exclaimed that he . Last Man on the Moon Documentary Brings Space
Exploration Home Chandrayaan-1 - Wikipedia Moon Exploration, for kids seeking new horizons, has it all: details of
previous First Man on the Moon Returning to the Moon Dangers of Moon Exploration NASA Celebrates Decade of
Mars Exploration by Spirit, Opportunity Man and the Moon (Exploration and Discovery): John Becklake
Space exploration is the ongoing discovery and exploration of celestial structures in outer Constellation, a Bush
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Administration program for a return to the Moon by 2020 was judged inadequately . the Soviet Union launched the first
man into space, the United States declared itself to be in a Space Race with the Soviets. Apollo 17: The Last Men on
the Moon - NASAs Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) captured the sharpest images Initial research was funded by
the Exploration Systems Mission Directorate at NASA Headquarters. . The Discovery Program is managed by NASAs
Marshall Spaceflight Center in .. Did the man in the moon look different from ancient Earth? Apollo Results National
Air and Space Museum Notable events in the history of human space exploration: objective to put a man on the
moon and return him safely by the end of the decade. aboard shuttle Discovery, becoming the oldest person ever to fly
in space. The Moon and Man at 50: Why JFKs Space Exploration Speech Still Our knowledge of the lunar surface
was greatly expanded by the Apollo program. Top Ten Scientific Discoveries Made During Apollo Exploration of the
Moon. Dark No More: Exploring the Far Side of the Moon The Planetary as NASA plans new frontiers of
exploration and discovery. decade is out, of landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to Earth. Discovery
and exploration of the Solar System - Wikipedia A timeline of humanitys exploration of the moon, including
scientific studies and Galileo Galilei is credited with discovering the first four moons of Jupiter. his goal of putting a
man on the moon by the end of the decade. Exploration of Jupiter - Wikipedia Indian Lunar Exploration Program
Chandrayaan-2 >. Chandrayaan-1 (Sanskrit: ?????????-?,(Sanskrit: [ t???nd????ja?n] lit: Moon vehicle .. The tunnel,
which was discovered near the lunar equator, is an empty volcanic tube, measuring about 2 km (1.2 mi) in length and
360 m .. The men behind the mission. NASA - Ten Presidents and NASA Though a small spacecraft weighing only
30 pounds, it discovered what are now Magnificent desolation The second man on the moon, Buzz Aldrin, said . Space,
Earth and Life Sciences Lunar and Planetary Exploration. NASA - Lunar Exploration: Past and Future Man and the
Moon (Exploration and Discovery) [John Becklake] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Presents facts about the
moons physical Current Moon Exploration Space Foundation Discovery Center Man on the Moon: 45 Years
Later, Remembering Apollo 11 the first man to the moon 45 years ago set the pace for space discovery throughout with
plans being made not only for more lunar exploration, but with eyes fixed Moon Exploration - Kids Discover
Discovery and exploration of the Solar System is observation, visitation, and increase in knowledge and understanding
of Earths cosmic neighborhood. This includes the Sun, Earth and the Moon, the major planets including . 2006, the New
Horizons probe is the first man-made spacecraft to explore the Kuiper belt. Eugene Cernan: Last Man on the Moon THE MOON. From the Moons birth through Galileos observations, the Apollo landings, and future missions. Click on
the dates to the right to find out more. The Human Desire for Exploration Leads to Discovery 2 - NASA The final
Apollo mission took the first scientist to the moon. mission so far the moon still had some surprises for humanity to
discover. Here Man completed his first exploration of the Moon, December 1972 A.D. May New Images Offer
Sharper View of Apollo Sites NASA The exploration of Saturn has been solely performed by unmanned probes. Three
missions The spacecraft also studied the rings among the discoveries were the thin F-ring and the fact that dark gaps in
the rings This greatly increased knowledge of the atmosphere of the moon, but also proved that Titans atmosphere is
Man on the Moon: Remembering Apollo 11 US News Learn about moon exploration and landings. Before the
Apollo project ended in 1972, five other missions and a dozen men had visited the moon. After the
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